Precedence: ROUTINE

To: Sacramento

Date: 05/22/2007

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 06-07-2011 BY 65179/DMH/BAM/STP/bis

From: Sacramento

Contact: IA

Approved By: [Signature]

Drafted By: [142rb02.ec]

Case ID #: 800A-SC-C41452 (Pending)

Title: INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION MANAGEMENT - CRIMINAL
INTELLIGENCE ANALYSIS/PRODUCTION - CRIMINAL
DOMAIN MANAGEMENT - SACRAMENTO

Synopsis: Document quarterly meeting of the criminal analysts within the Sacramento Division.

Details: On 05/16/07, Sacramento Division Intelligence Analysts and NPIP Interns met to
LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Action)

SACRAMENTO
AT SACRAMENTO
Set and cover lead for IA for collection and production.

Set Lead 2: (Action)

SACRAMENTO
AT SACRAMENTO
Set and cover lead for IA for collection and production.

Set Lead 3: (Action)

SACRAMENTO
AT SACRAMENTO
Set and cover lead for IA for collection and production.

Set Lead 4: (Action)

SACRAMENTO
AT SACRAMENTO
Set and cover lead for IA for collection and production.

Set Lead 5: (Info)

SACRAMENTO
AT SACRAMENTO
Information provided for RO

Set Lead 6: (Action)
To: Sacramento  From: Sacramento  Re:  05/22/2007

SACRAMENTO
AT MODESTO, CALIFORNIA
Set and cover lead for IA [REDacted] for collection and production.
Set Lead 7: (Action)

SACRAMENTO
AT FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
Set and cover lead for IA [REDacted] for collection and production.

++